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Literary papers, circa 1991-2012, of Alison Fell, mainly relating to The Element –inth 
in Greek (2012). 
 
For earlier papers, see Acc.12394. 
 
Bought, 2013. 
 
1-3. Lightyear (Middlesbrough: Smokestack Books, 2005) 
 
1. Poetry notebook. 2002. 
 
2. Manuscript and printout drafts of poems. 
 
3. Printout, ?final draft.  With flyer and copy of jacket design. 
 
4-16. The Element -inth in Greek (Dingwall: Sandstone Press, 2012). 
 
Cataloguer‟s note:   
A large box arrived containing a package of photographs, 2 files and quantities of 
loose manuscript papers relating to this book.  Regarding the loose papers, Alison 
Fell admitted that she had “tried to put them all in exact order but the task was too 
huge”.  The cataloguer agreed and no further effort has been made to sort the 
papers, which have merely been put in archival folders in the order in which they 
came out of the box.  Approximately half had been roughly folded once (i.e. A4 to A5 
size): folders containing these have been noted as such in the list below.  Alison Fell 
confirmed that these are early drafts and notes.  Staples and paper-clips have been 
left in place; the presence of a staple indicates a draft chapter. 
 
4. „Crete research, Easter 2005. Photos – Ivan Coleman‟.  (One photograph is 

dated „Easter 2004‟.)      
 
5. Notebooks and papers, originally inserted (mainly loosely) into ring-binder 

labelled „First notebook – part draft + research notes‟. 
 
6. Notes and drafts, mainly manuscript, some printout, originally placed loosely 

in ring-binder. 
 
7. Folded drafts/notes (1). 
 
8. Folded drafts/notes (2). 
 
9. Folded drafts/notes (3). 
 
10. Folded drafts/notes (4). 
 
11. Drafts (1). 
 
12. Drafts (2). 
 
13. Drafts (3). 



 
14. Drafts (4). 
 
15. Numbered chapter and part-chapter drafts. 
 
16. Near-complete manuscript draft. 
 
17-25. Other writings  
 
17. BBC schools radio, „Pictures in your mind‟. ?1987. 

Annotated photocopy of „The Shining Mountain‟, short story, with notes 
towards the play version; with audio-cassette recording of broadcast.  

 
18.  Corrected photocopied typescript of article published as „One night, a stranger 

...‟ in New Statesman, 25 October 1991; with copy of magazine. 
 
19. Typescripts of two short stories, ?early 1990s: „Queen Christina and the 

windsurfer‟ and „Our Lady of the Mammoths‟ (photocopy).  With possibly 
unrelated letter from Constable Publishers, 1991. 

 
20. Typescripts and photocopies of reviews and essays, ?mid 1990s. 
 
21. „A Cut Above‟.  Short story commissioned by BBC Radio 4 for their 

„Borderlands‟ series of afternoon readings, January 2005. 
Manuscript draft, with related correspondence and CD recording of broadcast. 
2004. 

 
22. „Dear Ovid‟. 

Printout of ?story. Undated. 
 
23. Two short untitled draft playscripts, one concerning the Fell family. Undated. 
 
24. Manuscript drafts towards a ?story, tentatively titled „Voices‟.  Undated. 
 
25. Notes possibly relating to seminars and literary events.  Undated. 
 
26. Correspondence 
 
26. Correspondence, 2003-2008. 

Letters, postcards, invitations, e-mails and other papers relating to publishers, 
events, talks, residencies, literary festivals, competitions. 

 
27-29. Media relating to Alison Fell. 
 

27. „Writing Scotland‟. 2004. 
Letter, publicity, CD recording relating to the BBC television series, which 
included an interview with Alison Fell. 

 
28. Amateur VHS cassette recording of „Telling Tales‟, ?BBC.  ?Contribution by 

Alison Fell titled „Whispering in the Dark‟. Undated. 



 
29. „Figures in their Landscapes‟ (Guardian series) 

Printout/proof of article, „Rannoch Moor with Alison Fell‟ by Jim Perrin.  
Undated. 

 


